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Several organizations and corporations nowadays employ LDAP firewall for the purpose of blocking
denial of service attacks that will make information unavailable for the application requesting it. This
really is one particular of the challenges several business organizations and companies are facing
these days and using the proper LDAP firewall can stop them from continuously facing this kind of
attack.

When combined with LDAP proxy, a server which acts as middleware application in between the
directory servers and LDAP client, these two can deliver particular advantages namely load
balancing, merged auditing, failover capabilities and making a far more secured atmosphere for all
data stores.

Working with these two important programs within your organization, you will be in a position to
acquire numerous safety features that may be very easily attained in other programs. The initial
among these rewards is that it could provide larger information availability and scalability. The
moment one particular of one's directories is just not accessible, customers may be switched
seamlessly into other directories exactly where the searched or requested directory is identified or
accessible. It could also give load balancing features in which it ensures the loads in the backend
directories are balanced so the delivery of data coming from the directory might be seamless and
effective.

Administrators can also gain the power of possessing more access controls together with the assist
of this technology. They're able to manage the directories based on the action of the client like
requests, search queries and numerous other individuals. Whilst you might believe these two
separate programs are good adequate to work with, the very good news is you may use a single
program which has precisely the same positive aspects and features to give. It's referred to as a
virtual directory or virtual directory server. A VDS can basically act as LDAP proxy or LDAP firewall,
saving your organizations from applying separate programs that could require upkeep and
monitoring.

A virtual directory is flexible and lightweight in nature so it is actually uncomplicated to deploy in
organizations and will not demand constant and management from the IT personnel of one's
organization. As well as securing LDAP directories and databases, it might also present a
consolidated view of information requested by the backend application. A virtual directory can also
be helpful to those corporations that wish to migrate from Sun directory server into LDAP databases.
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